Casement window parts diagram

There is a lot to think about when it comes to choosing windows for a property. They must
operate effectively and fulfil an important function, but consideration must also be given to
issues such as safety, noise reduction and energy efficiency. Once the type of window has been
selected, there are a wide range of finishes, hardware and decorative features to then choose
from. Knowing the correct terms for different parts of a window can help avoid any confusion.
Here is an illustration of both a casement and a box sash window, with the key components
highlighted and explained. Parts of a casement window â€” glossary of terms. For more
information or advice on windows for traditional, contemporary or renovation projects, call our
customer services team on or email info salisburyjoinery. Parts of casement and sash windows
explained. Parts of a casement window â€” glossary of terms Fanlight â€” This is the name
given to a smaller opening section found at the top of the window, which is typically rectangular
in shape. Window fram e â€” Collective term used to describe the head running along the top of
the window, the cill running along the bottom and the two vertical jambs on either side. This
forms the outer surround of the window. Head â€” Sometimes known as the first mullion. The
horizontal bar across the very top of the window frame. Top Rail â€” The name of the horizontal
bar across the top of the casement. Bottom Rail â€” The larger horizontal bar across the bottom
of the casement. Casement - The casement is the part of the window that opens, in which the
glass sits. Stile â€” The vertical edges of a casement. Jamb â€” The two vertical sections
running up the outer edge on each side of the window frame. Cill or sill - Sits horizontally
across the bottom of the window frame. Mullion â€” The vertical bar that sits vertically within
the frame and separates two casements, for example a fixed pane and opening casement.
Transom - A horizontal bar that separates two casements, for example a fixed pane and a
fanlight casement. Direct glaze â€” This is where the aperture for a casement is directly glazed
with glass without a casement. Parts of a box sash window â€” glossary of terms Architrave This refers to the moulding on the outer most edge of the window frame, typically internally
within the room. Top rail - The name of the horizontal bar across the top of the sash that opens.
Staff bead - The moulded bead that is attached to the inside lining which holds the two sashes
in place so they slide well. Glazing â€” The glass panels used within a sash. Meeting rail - The
name of the horizontal bar that sits across the top of the lower sash and the bottom of the upper
sash. The meeting rails of both sashes meet together when the window is closed. Inside lining The inside faces of both the sides and head of the window box frame. Sash bars â€” Sometimes
referred to as glazing bars or sash-gut, they separate the panes of glass within any sash that
has more than one pane. Sash stiles â€” Run vertically up both sides of a sash. Cill or sill - The
external horizontal bar that reaches across the bottom of the whole box-frame and directs water
away from the window. Horn - A decorative feature often found in traditional sash windows, the
horn is a short extension of the top sash stiles at the meeting rails that strengthens the joint.
Bottom rail - The larger horizontal bar situated across the bottom of the lower sash. Outside
lining - The external face of the window frame or box. Search â€¦ Search Google. Recent Posts.
Subscribe to updates from our blog. Casement Operator - Specify whether a left handed or right
handed casement operator is needed. If the lock or lock handle is on the right, a right handed
operator is needed. To determine what side to order your casement operator for: looking at
Casement Operator Cover Use with Specify White, Goldtone or Dark Bronze. Casement Crank
Handle Casement Sash Leaf Casement Frame Vertical Jamb offset weatherstrip. Priced per foot
â€”up to 25 ft. Horizontal frame. Track weatherstrip. Priced per foot â€”up to 25 feet per roll.
Casement Hinge Arms PR Casement Sill Stop Please allow 20 days production time for sash.
Bestclad and Proclad sash have butt joint corners on the exterior. This sash is aluminum clad
on the exterior and raw wood on the interior. Sash are fully weatherstripped. This product is
made with standard clear glass. Also available with low e glass. Other colors available upon
request; please This sash is aluminum clad on the This product is made with low e glass. Also
available with standard clear glass. Casement Operator Stud Bracket Specify whether a left
handed or right handed stud bracket is needed. To determine what side to order your casement
operator stud bracket for: looking at the window from the inside, if the lock or lock handle is on
the left, a left handed stud bracket is needed. If the lock or lock handle is on the right, a right
handed stud bracket is needed. To determine what side to order your casement operator stud
bracket for: look Casement Lock Please allow 15 days production time for sash kits. Clad kits
come with four pieces of. This kit does not include glass, fasteners or sealants. Other cladding
colors available upon request; please call for details. Wood sash kits come with four ponderosa
pine wood parts cut to size and four pieces of sash leaf weatherstrip. Wood sash kits come with
four ponderosa pine wood parts cut to size and four pieces of sash Casement Frame Sill
Horizontal Birch Buttons Used on fixed casement or double hung picture windows. If the lock or
lock handle is on the right, a right handed operator is need Specify LH or RH. Wood sash have
butt joint corners on the exterior. The exterior is primed and the interior is raw wood. Glass is

standard clear. The exterior is primed and the interior is r Casement Operator Track - Casement
Keeper Glass is low e. The exterior is primed and the interior is raw Double Hung Offset Bulb
Double Hung Meeting Rail Casement Keeper Right Handed Use with concealed lock. To
determine what side to order your casement keeper for: looking at the window from the inside, if
the lock or lock handle is on the right, a right handed casement keeper is needed. To determine
what side to order your casement keeper for: looking at the window from the inside, if the lock
or lock handl E Clad sash are made with mitered corner joints on the exterior. The exterior
aluminum clad is a thick extrusion and the interior is raw wood. The exterior aluminum clad is a
thi Hinged Patio Door Foam Casement Keeper Left Handed To determine what side to order
your casement keeper for: looking at the window from the inside, if the lock or lock handle is on
the left, a left handed casement keeper is needed. Also availa The exterior aluminum clad is a t
Casement Screen Not seeing a showroom near you? Don't worry, we'll come to you! Before you
start window shopping for the perfect style to complement your home, learning the lingo â€”
which begins with defining the parts and components of a window â€” will help you work with
manufacturers and installers to find the windows you need. The framework that surrounds and
supports the entire window system, which is comprised of the head, jamb, and sill. Download
this window parts infographic map. There are three rails on a double-hung window. The upper
and lower rails, which together comprise the horizontal piece of a window sash. The check rail,
in the middle of the window, is where the bottom part of the upper sash meets the upper part of
the lower sash. Normally spring-loaded, the mechanical device used in single- and double-hung
windows to counterbalance the weight of the sash during opening and closing. The inoperable
panel of the window. This can be a decorative accent or sidelight, a fixed panel on a single-hung
window, or the entire window can be fixed and inoperable. The glass panel that opens inward,
allowing for ease of access to snap-in between-the-glass blinds, shades, and grilles. The major
structural piece, either vertical or horizontal, that connects two or more windows together. A
piece designed for decorative purposes, achieving the appearance of multiple glass panes by
visually dividing the window panels. A woven mesh of metal, plastic, or fiberglass that stretches
over the opening of a window to allow for air to pass through. The exterior wood parts of a
window, which are covered with extruded aluminum and come with a factory-applied finish to
help deter the elements. The decorative molding or framing around a window that covers the
space between the window frame or jamb and the wall. A strip of resilient material for covering
the joint between the window sash and frame in order to reduce air leaks and prevent water
from entering the structure. Installed beneath the stool of the window, the apron is a decorative
piece of trim that helps provide the interior of the window with a modern look and design. The
location of the hinges varies based on the type of window. For a casement window, the hinges
are on the jambs of the side that does not open. On an awning window, the hinges are on the
head of the frame, since the window opens from the bottom. Conversely, for hopper windows,
the hinges are on the sill, since that window opens from the top. Found at the top and bottom of
the window frame, spacers hold together at least two or more panes of glass to help insulation.
You are now subscribed to Pella offers and inspiration. There was an error saving your
information. Find a Showroom Find a Showroom Find. Your Preferred Showroom. Site search
Submit. Blog Categories. Inspired Design. Exceptional Detail. Get inspiration and upcoming
local offers Balance Spring: The sash support system for double-hung and single-hung
windows that counterbalances the weight of the sash during opening and closing. Pivot Bars: A
bar at either side of the sash or at the top or bottom of a window sash that allows the sash to
pivot or swing open or shut. Where found: Double-hung or single-hung windows. Used to fasten
through to attach the window to the rough framing. SASH: The moveable framework in which
glass is set and which operates in the overall frame of the window. Skip to main content. The
reinforcement becomes the housing for the hardware that allows you to use the lock to til
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t the sash in with just one hand. Tilt latches are not visible. Sash interlock for added security
and thermal efficiency. Screen track secures screen to better block insects. Integral J-channel
on new construction windows saves time on exterior finishing. Fully welded sill dam with a
mortised-in, replaceable weather stripped leg increases strength and performance. Integral
designer lift rails make sash operation easy and comfortable. Locking pivot bar secures sash to
frame and stabilizes window for shipping. Dual nite-vents limit sash travel for ventilation and
added security. Fully fusion-welded vinyl frame and sash for strength, durability and low
maintenance. HEAD: The horizontal top member of a window frame. SILL: The horizontal lower
member of a window frame. On a single-hung, the bottom sash operates. Hopper : Sash is

hinged at the sill and swings outward handle is turned. Patio Door sidelites are inoperable units
that may be placed aside your patio door for a wider viewing area.

